18	PRELIMINARY NOTE ON YOGA
hardly repay study. But it may be well to call attention to
the similar theory of the Saiva Siddhanta, one school of which
teaches that from Pure Maya emanates Nada (Vak)^ the
elemental sound or Logos? and from Nada the Bindu or
cosmic germ, from which are successively evolved the principles
of the finite universe; in this theory Siva includes the Trinity
consisting of Pafi, Pasu, and Pdsa, or 'Lord7, 'Herd*, and
* Bond \ i.e. Supreme Being, soiils bound in the fetters of
finitude, and the three forces binding them, whieh are Maya,
Anai'a or Avidyd, the power of darkness obscuring the native
light of the soul, and Karma, the mechanical influence of
former works upon present experience. Pure Maya is almost
the same conception as that of Sakti as explained above.
 25.	So far we have dealt with Nada and Bindu in their
general macrocosmieal aspects, but they also play a prominent
role in the microcosm of the individual.  The following account
is taken from the Siva-s&tra-vimarxim1 of Ksernaraja,    "We
have seen (§ 9) that KundalinI, or Sakti, resides within the
Muladhara,   ordinarily sleeping  rolled   up   in  coils  like  a
serpent.    This serpent-like Kundalim surrounds the micro-
cosmic Supreme, who is in  the shape of a minute dot of
light.    The first stage towards enlightenment occurs when
a  man  obtains glimpses  of this  dot  of light.     By  this
the dot is set  in  motion, and rouses the KundalinI,   or
Sakti, from  her  sleep.     She  wakes  with a   great sound
(ndrla) and becomes conscious.    The soul is thus illuminated
by a flash of the supreme light of consciousness.    The Sakti,
being merely the immanent aspect of the Supreme, is identical
with Him.    It is this flash of light, or bindu, and this sound
of Sakti, or nada, that are  mystically represented by tho
ndda-bindu of the syllable dm, written ^JTT, with anunasika (w).?
of which the dot represents the bindu, and the semicircle the
ndda.  By a further extension of the metaphor, this nada-bindu-
is thus considered to be a representation of the Ultimate
Supreme.
 26.	Inasmuch as the divine Sakti reveals herself in sound,
3 A translation of this work by P. T. Shrinivas lyengar lias been
published in the Indian, Thought Series, Allahabad, 1912.

